noble pursuit to engage in different modes of achieve. I rather enjoyed the notion of not futures. However, there is a nuisance for requirements and constructing their academic entering into careers after graduation, why Truman's Web site (which your money. Organization Center? of a group called the Student Student Organization Center is a and my personal favorite, the disseminate information and to the spring term and serve a one- list of committees listed on sen- and that these four organiza- that graduate schools knew the same. Truman wishes to establish a relationship with these were represented at the Expo. The Gradu- and that the philosophy is adequately understood and for an “event to be determined.” This is the latter of which probably would give money to the SOC — giving of the funds that already might have get any answers, visit senate. the senate itself, and senate has the tell with certainty that it is being ap- it should be doing when it allots the money actually would go ap- of publicity doesn’t necessar- of publicity for SOC member- of events that deserved a bit of- an organization inboxes. of senate's fault. Organizations don’t take the time to deadlines, that also is in no way the funds into the rebuilding of a campus organizations to work toward a consistent goal. might have recently been approved for additional grants.

Career Center should promote more interest in Graduate School Week

Alex Hayden

A huge event this week is the Truman Career Center’s Grad Fair. What does a student get out of the Grad Fair? It is a chance to meet representatives from graduate schools such as University of Missouri-Columbia and Des Moines University, and find out what grad school is really about.

Truman kicked off registration this Monday in the Student Center at 9 a.m. Students go to the Student Center, print out the information and fill in the forms required for any grad school they plan to apply to. This year, the Grad Fair has been moved to the Student Center. This gives students a chance to meet representatives from more than 100 different programs.

The Grad Fair is scheduled for 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Thursday, Oct. 25.

Little investment but great returns

Alex Hughes is a freshman from Liberty, Mo.

Career should promote more interest in Graduate School Week

Welcome them with open arms.

I would beat them off with a large stick.

Would you unleash them on Wal-Mart.

Consult Brother Jett.

Matt John

The Student Organization Center is a group of environmentally friendly organizations. A group called the Student

Wold, an initiate for one of the is senator for Class of ’09. Nearly 300 organizations (Phi Sigma Pi), I am an initiate for one of the Sigma Gamma, Alpha Phi
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